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Abstract 

We present results from an experimental and theoretical 
investigation into the liftoff and blowout mechanisms in 
turbulent diffusion flames. The blowout stability limits of 
coflowing Nrbulent jet diffusion flames are formulated in t e r n  
of a recently proposed flame stabilization mechanism based on 
the large scale organization of entrainment and mixing observed 
in turbulent shear flows. In contrast to the linear similarity 
scaling of the more commonly studied simple turbulent jet 
flames, the nonlinear scaling of coflowing turbulent jets allows 
an essential element of this stabilization mechanism to be 
investigated. Results show that when the flame stability 
criterion is evaluated for the last large scale structure in the 
flame, consistent with the underlying physical picture for this 
stabilization mechanism, a large reduction in the blowout limit 
is expected for even a small coflow velocity. This phenomenon 
is experimentally verified and good quantitative agreement is 
demonswated with a set of measurements for the blowout limits 
of coflowing turbulent jet flames. We also document the liftoff 
characteristics of such coflowing turbulent jet diffusion flames 
and discuss a possible relationship between the liftoff and 
blowout mechanisms 

1. Introduction 

Two particular aspects of turbulent combustion that have 
received renewed attention in recent yean are the liftoff and 
blowout stability limits of jet diffusion flames. Much of this 
attention has teen directed at attempts to identify the underlying 
physical mechanisms responsible for these stability limits and 
to develop predxtive techniques for these phenomena. Several 
very different physical mechanisms have been proposed to 
account for the observed liftoff and blowout limits of such 
flames. For example, a widely held view treats liftoff and 
blowout in te rns  of a premixed flame propagating at an 
apparent turbulent flame speed through the mean fuel 
concentration field against the mean velocity field. Various 
interpretations of this mechanism, based largely on differing 
models for the turbulent flame speed, have been considered b 

Takahashi et ai', K a l g h a ~ i ~ . ~  and numerous others. An 
entirely different picture based on local extinction of the flame 
sheet by sufficiently large strain rates in the flow has been 
proposed by Peters and Williams'. Broadwell et aI8 have 
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described yet a different mechanism by which blowout can 
result from the quenching of reactions when the molecular 
mixing rate in the flow becomes sufficiently large. 

Most of these investigations have been based solely on the 
liftoff and blowout limits of simple fuel jets issuing into a 
quiescent medium. It appears likely, however, that the physical 
mechanisms responsible for these flame stability limits will be 
common over a wide range of turbulent reacting shear flows. 
This suggests that the combustion stability limits in other 
turbulent flows for which the fluid dynamical scaling laws are 
sufficiently well understood may yield additional information 
about the underlying liftoff and blowout mechanisms and may 
help to distinguish among the various mechanisms proposed. 

This paper focuses primarily on the blowout mechanism in 
turbulent diffusion flames, though we also discuss briefly its 
relation to the Liftoff mechanism. In particular, we examine the 
blowout limits of a turbulent jet diffusion flame in a coflowing 
stream. Despite the importance of such flames for combustion 
applications and for studying the flame stabilization 
mechanisms in turbulent combustion, their liftoff and blowout 
limits have not previous1 been reported, although Takeno and 
Kotani9 and Karim et ,Iyo describe some related phenomena. 
The principal aim here is to document the liftoff and blowout 
limits of such flames and to determine the extent to which the 
mixing rate mechanism can account for these limits. Section I1 
begins with a brief description of the mixing rate mechanism 
for blowout. The scaling laws for coflowing turbulent jets are 
reviewed in Section 111, from which the blowout limits are then 
formulated in Section IV. We compare these blowout limits 
with results from experiments in Section V. In Section V I  we 
present measurements for the liftoff heights of such coflowing 
turbulent jet flames and comment on the possible relationship 
between the liftoff and blowout mechanisms. 

11. Mixing Rate Mechanism for Blowout 

The Lagrangian description of a physical mechanism by 
which a turbulent jet diffusion flame can maintain itself, as well 
as the conditions under which this local flame stabilization 
mechanism fails, was recently given by Broadwell et ala. We 
give here only the essential elements of this picture for the 
stabilization mechanism in jet diffusion flames; additional 
details can be found in Ref. 8. During the entrainment process 
in a turbulent diffusion flame, fresh ambient air is brought into 
the flow and in contact with a mixture of hot reaction products 
and excess fuel, as indicated in Fig. 1. This cold entrained air 
and the hot mixture of products and fuel intertwine as they 
proceed down the inviscid cascade until reaching the 
Kolmogorov scale. During this cascade, molecular diffusion of 
species and heat, accompanied by chemical reactions, occurs 
across the strained interface between the cold entrained air and 
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the hot mixture of products and fuel. Once the cascade reaches 
the Kolmogorov scale, molecular diffusion homogenizes the 
remaining cold air and the mixture of hot products and fuel. At 
early stages in the flame. the resulting homogeneous mixture 
will still be fuel rich and as a consequence the reactions 
occuring during homogenization will be rapidly quenched. 
Correspondingly. early in the flame combustion occurs 
primarily i n  the strained flame sheets. At later stages. after 
successive repetitions of this process. the homogenized mixture 
becomes decreasingly fuel rich and increasingly more 
combustion occurs during homogenization. Near the tlame 
end, combustion occurs both in the strained flame sheets and in 
the homogenized mixture. The flame ends when this 
homogeneous mixture is completely combustible. 

The time required for each repetition of this Lagrangian 
process consists of the time tK required for the inviscid cascade 
down to the local Kolmogorov scale and the additional lime rd 
required for subsequent homogenization by molecular diffusion 
across distances of the order of the Kolmogorov scale. 
Broadwell and Breidenthal" first showed that 

v 

with @x) and uir)  respectively the local width and centerline 
velocity characterizing the shear at that stage in the !low. Note 
that when the local Reynolds number u6 lv  is large the 
combined mixing time, denoted r , becomes independent of the 
Reynolds number Re as well as $e Schmidt number Sc, and is 
simply rm- 6iu. (This is viewed as the explanation for the 
Reynolds number and Schmidt number independence of tlame 
lengths at large Reynolds number.) 

In this picture of mixing and reaction in turbulent diffusion 
flames, if molecular mixing in the strained flame sheets and 
during homogenization of the cold air and hot mixture of 
products and fuel at the Kolmogorov scale is sufficiently rapid, 
there will be insufficient time for ignition of the reactions 
before the temperature drops below a critical value. A 
characteristic time rc cor initiation of the reactions can be 
inferred from the laminar flame speed S and the thermal 
diffusivity Kas 

I C -  KI? 

This local flame stabilization mechanism would then fail when 
the local mixing time I becomes sufficiently fast relative to the 
chemical timer,. namery when their ratio 

falls bclow a critical value 

The remaining question concerns the relevant axial lqation 
in the flow at which failure of this local stabilization mechanism 
will lead to blowout. Note that good correlation of the blowout 
iimits for simple turbulent jet diffusion flames was achieved by 
Broadwell et ais and by Dahm and Mayman" without having 
to directly confront this question. This was possible only 
because the linear growth scaling of the simple jet demands !hat 
this location must be directly proportional to the flame length L, 
which in that flow is in turn directly proportional to the 
stoichiometnc ambient-to-jet fluid mixture ratio p'2.'J. The 
proportionality constants were, in effect, incorporated into the 
value of E at blowout, given as E =  4.3 in Ref. 12. Indeed. the 
linear scaling of such simple turbulent jet flames does not 
permit this aspect of the blowout mechanism to be investigated. 
However, for coflowing turbulent jet diffusion flames the 
corresponding similarity scaling is not linear and therefore 
permits this question to be addressed directly. Aside from the 
obvious technical importance of this class of turbulent jet 
diffusion flames for combustion applications, this feature of the 
nonline3r scaling was the principal motivation for examining 
the blowout limits of such flames. 

-_ 

111. Coilowing Turbulent Jet Scaling 

Referring to Fig. 1, the proper similarity scaling for decay 
of the centerline excess velocity u ( U d J  and gowth of the 
lateral scale 6 with increasing downstream disrance x I n  the far 
field of an axisymmetric coflowing turbulent jet was first given 
by M a c z y n ~ k i ' ~ ,  but does not appear to be widely known. 
These scaling laws can be easily obtained by considering the 
two asymptotic limits of such a coflowing jet. Specifically. 
when luiU I + - the effect of the cotlow should become ~~ ~ 

neglisibls T n d  the flow shodld approach !n;t ix An 
diicymmenic turbulsni )e[  in[o i q ~ i e s c e n t  mcd1-m. i.jr ur.ich 
sel:-wulxity requires the ,imple p u r r  13i1 scslins5 

where J is the jet momentum flux and p, the ambient fluid 
density. In the other limit. as fdUJ +O the momentum flux 
integral in terms of the excess velocity becomes identical to that 

u- t '8 J 
t 

L 

Fig. I .  Conceptual picture For large scale organization of 
entrainment and mixing in the far field of turbulent iet 
diffusion tlames 



in terms of the deficit velocity for a wake. Consequently, under 
these conditions self-similarity requires chat the axisymmeuic 
coflowing jet  should follow the same scaling as an 
axisymmeuic wake, namely 

(GiffJ - (X / t?f"  (34 

(.iuj - ( X i t 9 j Z i J  ( j b )  

where Bdenotes the momentum radius of the flow. given by 

The wake-like limit in Eqs. (3a.b) corresponds to (x/ffJ - -, 
while the jet-like limit in Eqs. (2a.b) corresponds to (x/ffJ - 0, 
which can be wrinen in terms of Bas  

(&9) - ( X i * )  (4oi 

(u!UJ - ( X / d  ($6) 

This suggests that. over the entire range 0 s(xit9)s-,  the 
axisymme++ coflowing turbulent jet should follow a similarity 
scaling of the form 

(80) = fJx/BJ (sol 

(u/UJ. '= /,(x/LYJ (56) 

withf andfz satisfying the asymptotic limits in Eqs. (3a.b) 
and (4a.b). Measurements by Biringeni6 and by Reichardt" 
have confirmed this similarity scaling. ' h e  resulting similarity 
functions/,(x/ff) andfz(xlOJ are given in Fig. 2. 

Although we are concerned here primarily with 
axisymmeuic jets, it should be noted that planar coflowing 
turbulent jets follow very similar scaling laws. In that case, 19 
is the momentum thickness of the flow, given by (JIpJJd) 
with J the momentum flux per unit span. For (x/LP) - 0 the 
flow should approach the planar jet-like limit with the 
corresponding simple power law scaling 

(80) - ( X i t 9 )  (6a) 

jUiuj - i X i t 9 j l i z  (66) 

while for (.riff) 4 - the flow should approach the planar 
wake-like scaling 

(819) - (x/iy/li' (74  

(UiUJ '- ( X / t 9 ) . 1 / 2  (76) 
Measurements by Bradbury and RileyL8 and by Everitt and 
Robins'' verify this scaling and provide the corresponding 
Similarity functions f , ( x i f f )  and f z (x / , t9 )  for such planar 
coflowing turbulent jets. A formulation of the blowout 
conditions similar to that given for axisymmetric jets in the 
following section can also be derived for planar jets. 

IV. Coflowing Jet Blowout Conditions 

Equation ( I )  and the similarity functions in Eqs. (5a.b) 
give the blowout parameter E for axisymmetric cotlowing 
turbulent jet flames as 

where x,,is the axial location at which failure to satisfy the 
stabilization criterion leads to blowout. To determine xs we 
refer again to the conceptual picture in Fig. I of large scale 
organization of entrainment and mixing in the far field of 
turbulent jets, the elements of which ax described in Refs. 13 

0. 4". m. !IO. 1,s. 220. 
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a. Local flow width S(x1, shown i n  simple jet 
variables (do is the jet source diameter). 
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, Vif)  

Local flow width scahng (819) =/,lxir9), shown 
in proper momentum variables ( 1 y  1s the 
momentum radius). 

b 

W 

m d o l  

Centsrline velocity u f x ) ,  shown i n  simple jet 
variables. 

c .  

1UO) 

d .  Centerline velocity scaling ( U / U J ,  = f z (x /Bj ,  
shown in proper momentum variables. w 

Fig. 2. Scaling functions f,ixiff) and fJx119) for axisymmetric 
coflowing turbulent Jets measured by Biringeni6. 



and 14 and are summarized here only briefly. In this view. 
entrainment results from the dynamics of large structures 
whose axial and lateral scale are typically of the order of the 
local jet diameter S(x) and occurs principally from the upstream 
end ofeach structure. Each structure contains mixed fluid (hot 
products and remaining excess fuel) intertwined over the scales 
of the local turbulent cascade with unmixed ambient tluid (cold 
air). The fuel concentration in  the mixed fluid is spatially 
uniform throughout each structure and decreases with its 
Lagrangian age (as the structure progresses downstream) due 
to mixing with the ambient fluid as described in Section 11. The 
flame ends when combustion is completed uniformly 
throughout the structure once the remaining fuel concentration 
has mixed to stoichiometry. This organized structure of the 
flow is viewed in Refs. 13 and 14 as the exolanation for the 
rclJtir,el) I q e  and roJgh~)  penodic !hnle &in tluct 13110n> 
of turbulent jet flames 

In this picture. the farthest downstream location at which 
hot combustion products can be mixed with fresh reactants to 
stabilize the flame is in the last laree structure in the flame. The ~~ ~ ~~ - 
3,erage position of the center of this v n c t i r e  drfinss !he 1pem 
flame l ip  Follouing th., re3,oning. we p r u p w  that 

x, = L 19J 
where L denotes the mean flame length. The flame length can 
be found by recognizing that, in an Eulerian view, this 
corresponds to the axial location at which the hishest local jet 
fluid concentration cma. reaches the stoichiometric value 
l /(I tp).  Similarity suggests that c- will be proportional to 
the local mean jet fluid concentration e. (We ignore here any 
presumably small change in this proportionality constant as the 
flow evolves from jet-like to wake-like similarity). The axial 
location at which e,, reaches stoichiometry can then be 
inferred from the decrease in the mean concentration c with 
increasing x. which in turn can be determined from the mean 
integrd jet fluid mass balance - 

mo = J ~ r )  Ufrjcir) ~ l r r r ~  

0 

where mo, i s  the mass flux at the jet source. Far field 
self-similanty in radial profiles of velocity and Concentration 
then requires that 

- 
where the integrals ll and 1.. are given by 

with q r n & x , .  'These integral, cin be e b a l ~ d e d  for [ne simple 
jet limit from measured radial profiles of concentration and 
velocily given. respectively. by Dahm 3nd Dimot ih , :~  and by 
Wygnmski and F i e d l d o  to yield I - 0.103 and I, = 0 254. ( In  
view of the essentially idcniical idrrm of the self-rlmilx ( I  ql 
and u ( q )  profile shapes for ihe jet-lke 3nd wake-lke Lmits. ue 
take II and I as invariants and ignore 3 n y  presumabl) small 
changes in &em as the flaw evolves betuecn jet-like 3nd 
wake-like similarity.~ The fl3me tip is [hen reached u hen cmn, 
= i . (I7qJ,givtng 

where 

From direct measurements in Ref. 13, the ratio (c,,,,/cJ ~ 2. 
The proqortionaliry constant in Fq. (8) can be determined as 
(2/7rl lI-, [/l'(0)//2'(OJ/3 {c,-/cP from the requirement that, 
in the simple jet limit glven by Eqs. (4a.b). this entire 
formulation must become identical to that in Ref. 12. 

Equations (8) through (1 1). give the complete formulation 
for the blowout parameter E with no free parameters. 
Consistent with Ref. 12, blowout is expected when E -  4.3. To 
illustrate the resulting dependence of the jet blowout velocity U .  
on the coflowing stream velocity U ,  Fig. 3 shows contours of 
E for a typical case. Here, and in all subsequent calculations. 
the thermal diffusivity K, the laminar flame speed S and the 
stoichiometric mixture ratio pa re  as given in Refs. 8 and 12. 
Note that the contour for E = 4.3 indicates a dramatic decrease 
in the jet blowout velocity with increasing coflow velocities. 
even for relatively small coflow velocities. For example, in the 
case shown, coflow velocities of the order of 1% of the jet 
velocitv lead to more than 50% reduction in the iet blowout ~~ 

\sloa:) In the follouing scciion. rre :orrpue !hi\ rcsrlt u i th  
meiwrementr of the blouw~! Ilmts. 

V. Comparisons with Blowout Experiments 

To assess this conceptual picture for the underlying 
stabilization mechanism governing turbulent diffusion flame 
blowout and the resulting formulation for the blowout limits 
given i n  the preceeding section, we conducted a set of 
measurements of the blowout limits for axisymmetric 
coflowing turbulent jet diffusion flames. These experiments 
were performed in the Turbulent Diffusion Flame Tunnel at the 
Combustion Research Facility at Sandia National Laboratories. 
The facility is a forced draft vertical wind tunnel with an 
axisymmeuic fuel jet located at the upstream end of a 30 cm x 
30 cm x 200 cm test section. In these experiments, the test 
section was equipped with solid walls on three sides and a 
quartz glass window on the remaining side. The fuel jet issued 
from a round nozzle attached to a 0.95 cm diameter straight 
cylindrical tube originating in the settling section and entering 
the test section through a 9:l area ratio contraction. Two 
different nozzles were used: one having an inner diameter of 
3.3 mm and a 0.9 mm wall thickness, the other with a 5.2 mm 
inner diameter and a wal l  thickness of 1.4 mm. Undiluted 
technical made methane and moome were used as fuels. The 
free sir& %zlocity in the tLn&l'.md t h t  1s: exit velocir) uerc  
b a h  sei b) miss  flow meters 

Figure 4 shows the measured blowout limits for the three 
cases investigated. together with contours of the blowout 
parameter E as formulated above. Note that in each case the 
present blowout formulation predicts the large reduction in the 
jet blowout velocity with increasing coflow velocity noted in 
Section IV. The experimental results confirm this phenomenon 
and show good quantitative agreement with the E = 4.3 
contour. These results support the notion that the local 
molecular mixing rate in the flow may be the underlying 
mechanism controlling blowout in turbulent diffusion flames. 

It seems at first surprising that such an apparently small 
coflow velocity can have such a large effect on the jet blowout 
velocity. However, based on this view of the physical blowout 
mechanism and the scaling relationships for coflowing 
turbulent jet flames the explanation is that. even though the 
coflow may be small in comparison with the jet exit velocity, at 
the structure defining the flame tip the local jet velocity u can 
have decreased considerably. For  example,  for  a 
non-coflowing methane !lame (p = 17.2) the jet velocity at the 
flame tip is only of the order of 3% of the iet exit velocity. As a 
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Fig. 3. Contours of the blowout parameter E in Eqs. (8) 
through ( l l ) ,  computed for methane issuing from 3 
5.2rnm diameter jet source. The contour interval 
shown is AE = 0.5. Blowout is expecred at E-.  4.3. 

0.0 0.2 a u ae 0.e 1.0 

Coflow Velocity (misec) 

Methane, 5 . 2 m  diameter jet source a. 

Fig. 4. Measured blowout iimits for coflowing turbulent jet 
diffusion flames, showing contours of the blowout 
parameter e in Eqs. (8) through ( I  I ) .  Contour interval 
is AE = 0.5. Blowout is expected at E =  4.3. 

result, a coflow of the order of 1% of  ihe jet exit velocity 
would no longer be small and may have a large effect on the 
local mixing rate l I r_  of the structure which stabilizes the 
flame. In effect, this demonstrates that turbulent diffusion 
flame stabilization is a [oca/ mechanism. 

dJ I 
0.0 0.2 au 0.1 a i  1.0 

Coflow Velocity ( d s e c )  

b. Methane, 3.3mm diameterjet source. 

0.0 0.2 ar ae a8 1.0 

Coflow Velocity ( d s e c )  

Propane, 3.3m1n diameter jet source. c. 

VI. Liftoff of Jet Diffusion Flames 

The effects of  various parameters on the liftoff 
characteristics of cotlowing turbulent jet diffusion tlames also 
do not appear to have been previously documented. although 
some qualitative features related to liftoff are described by 
Takeno and Kotani'. In pan for this reason, we conducted a set 
of experiments to medsure the liftoff characteristics of such 
axisymmetric coilowmg jet flames. In this Section, we present 
the results of these measurements and discuss a possible 
relationship between the liftoff and blowout mechanisms. 

v 



Figure 5 shows the variation in absolute liftoff height with 
jet source velocity at a fixed coflow velocity for two different 
jet source diameters. Of particular interest in these data is the 
observation that, as is commonly seen in simple turbulent jet 
flames, the liftoff height in these coflowing jet flames appears 
to be independent of the jet source diameter. Additionally. the 
hysterisis in the initial liftoff point and the reattachment point, 
also a common observation in simple jet flames, is indicated in 
this figure. Although not directly confmable from these data. 
i t  appears likely that the increase in liftoff height with 
decreasing jet velocities at very small jet velocities is simply an 
artifact of the increase in the initial laminar length of the jet with 
decreasing Reynolds number at these relatively low Reynolds 
numbers (see Da!d). If measured from the breakpoint of the 
jet, the liftoff heights would likely continue to decrease with 
decreasing jet velocity. The data in figure 6 show the variation 
in absolute liftoff height with increasing jet source velocity at 
three different coflow velocities for a fixed jet source diameter. 
These results demonstrate a strong effect of the coflow velocity 
on the liftoff height even for small coflow velocities. Figure 7 
shows the measured liftoff curves for two different fuels. 

Although the mixing rate mechanism accurately correlates 
the blowout limits of these coflowing turbulent jet flames as 
demonstrated in the previous Section, as well as blowout of 
simple jet flames as demonstrated in Refs. 8 and 12, this 
mechanism does not appear to give the correct scaling for the 
liftoff heights. For example, if liftoff in the simple jet limit 
given by Eqs. (2a,b) were governed by the local failure to 
satisfy the flame stabilization criterion in Eq. ( I ) ,  then the 
liftoff height should increase quadratically with increasing jet 
source velocity. However, measurements of the liftoff heights 
of such simple jet flames have been widely reported and 
suggest that this scaling relationship is instead at least 
approximately linear. 

The physical description in Section I1 of mixing and 
combustion in turbulent diffusion flames may give some 
insight into the apparent distinction between the liftoff and 
blowout mechanisms. As noted in Section 11. at early stages in 
the flame combustion occun primarily in strained flame sheets, 
with reactions during homogenization at the Kolmogorov scale 
being rapidly quenched. Nearer the flame tip, however, 
combustion occurs both in the strained flame sheets and during 
homogenization. This suggests that liftoff, which typically 
w u r s  at early stages in the flame, is governed by a mechanism 
leading to extinction of combustion in the strained flame sheets. 
One such possibility is the strain-out mechanism described by 
Peters and Williams'. Indeed, the flame sheet is subjected to a 
spectrum of strain rates resulting from the local turbulent 
cascade. The strain rate qassociated with any length scale .I in 
the cascade, with an associated velocity scale u would follow 
a scaling of the form aA - u A / ~ .  The velocity scale uA is in turn 
be related to .I through the requirement that, for the 
non-dissipative transfer of energy in the inertial range of the 
cascade the net flux of kinetic ener y through every scale 2. 
must be the same. giving u,)/k = >/& where u and 6 are the 
local width and centerline velocity characterizing the shear at 
that stage in the flow. This gives the strain rate associated with 
any scale ,I as uA- fu/&jfA/&J-"'. With the local spechum of 
length scales bounded b the local large scale &and the local 
Kolmogorov scale &ReX", the local spectrum of strain rates 
is bounded by 

v 

v 

Uma- (ut&) and u , -  (u/&),Re"' 

Combustion at a point on the flame sheet will then be 
extinguished if the strain rate u at that point exceeds some 
Critical value 0'. As the strain rates in the flow are increased, a 
larger fraction of the strain rate specrmm exceeds a* and more 
of the flame sheets are strained out. Following Peters and 
Williams, we hypothesize that if at least some critical fraction 
of the flame sheets have been strained out at any given stage in 
the flow, combustion in the flame sheets will be unable to 
sustain itself and the flame must restabilize at a downstream 
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Fig. 5 .  Measured liftoff heights for coflowing turbulent jet 
diffusion flames, showing effects of varying the jet 
source diameter. 
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Fig. 6. Measured liftoff heights for coflowing turbulent jet 
diffusion flames, showing effects of different coflow 
velocities 
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Fig. 7. Measured liftoff heights of coflowing turbulent jet 
diffusion flames, showing effects of varying the fuel 
type. 



location at which the spectrum of strain rates permit the flame 
sheet to sustain itself. Since this critical fraction will likely be 
somewhat less than one, this local flame sheet extinction 
criterion would be reached somewhat before ( u i 8 )  - U*. 
Although this could presumably be the mechanism governing 
flame liftoff, similar reasoning suggests that it would probably 
not be the mechanism governing blowout. Specifically. near 
the flame end, combustion occurs both in the flame sheets and 
in the homogeneous regions near the Kolmogorov scale. Once 
the flame is stabilized in the last large structure in the flame, 
combustion in the flame sheets would be extinguished before 
( u i 6 )  -a*, but combustion would still continue in the 
homogeneous regions at the Kolmogorov scale. The flame 
sheet strain-out mechanism would not be appropriate for 
describing extinction of' these homogeneous regions. On the 
other hand, the mixing rate mechanism provides a physical 
means for extinguishing combustion in these regions and 
thereby blowing the flame out. In this context. i t  is possible 
that the flame sheet strain-out mechanism may be the 
appropriate for describing liftoff, while blowout may be 
governed by the mixing rate mechanism. 

VII. Conclusions 

The blowout stability limits of coflowing turbulent jet 
diffusion flames have been-formulated in a simole descriotion 
for a ph) w a I  rnechJnim by u hich a turoi!ent diihrion t h e  
can rubilire iirelf L'nlike the linear ~imtl3nty cc.ilinS of the 
mMe csrnnonl? 5tudied simple turbulcnt jet diffu,ion tlxnes. 
the nonlinear scaling of such coflowing jets allows an 
investigation of the location in the flow at which failure of this 
local flame stabilization mechanism will lead to blowout. 
Consistent with the large scale organization of entrainment~and 
mixing in the far field of turbulent jets, we propose that the 
resulting flame stability criterion should be evaluated for the 
last large structure i n  the flame. Results show that for 
coflowing turbulent jet flames this predicts a large reduction in 
the jet blowout velocity even for relatively small coflow 
velocities. This phenomenon is experimentally verified and 
good quantitative agreement is found with measurements for 
the blowout limits of coflowing jet diffusion flames. This 
strong effect of the coflow suggests that such coflowing 
turbulent iet flames orovide an environment well suited for ~ ~~~ 

:nieStt~3t;!ig ['le underi) ins liftoff and b!ouoJr sribilit, 
nech3nismr Jf' tLrb-lent d:ffirion fl3mes and for examining 
:ne ,:Ali&.j 3f proposcd jIaDilizL!:on mechdnt,r.s. The >re=.cnt 
results supponihe~notion that the local molecular mixing rate in 
the flow may be the mechanism controlling blowout in 
turbulent diffusion flames. 
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